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ABSTKACT
The present study was undertaken to determine the sensitivity of the 
RcmB«s<» Differential as an $p measure the connotattve meanings of
words.
It was reasoned fhwt a word would beoome more meaningful to a sub* 
ject if he were given mors information about the concept involved in that word. 
The Semantic Differential, administered both before and after the introduction 
of rnwih information, presumably would illustrate such a change of meaning re* 
suiting from the new information by a movement in semantle space (a shift of 
concept) of the word in question.
Three words commonly used were selected for the study. Two of tile 
words were taught with their special psychological connotations, while the third 
was not taught and thus served as the control. Forty-nine Ss from an introductory 
class in psychology comprised the sample. The professor teaching the course 
?! tan ynayjrfid his semantic profile for the three words, end his *wertd«g« served 
as a Criterion.
it was tiwt movement in B < w n space in the direction of the 
C riterion always aoooxnpanies a change in  meaning resulting from effective teach­
ing anrf learning, hut that net all movement in semantic space in the direction of 
the Criterion is a result of effective teaching and learning.
Highly srignifimmt correlations were obtained between the results of the
iii
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first test and til® iWftWd test, forilAaMng »lm reliability of the tw«rf-nmria(^ t Tlift 
instrument w oowffMly th® different concepts, but the results of
iJ t Hi A  irt ^  ^  m ^  Mmm'M— -‘— —  ■> aMiM M ia aA ii l afc —■*•-* .^gA^B .._ —. A . fry —- •*-— —»  K k jH  A !jk  ^ J a L  a m  A .m . —determining the semantic profiles of Hie same concept before «  after the 
learning period were no* aigntftonnt
It WSS discovered that, 'while the Ss dt#oy ynarteArily from
another hi tho manner in which they ism p#ptaiitte space, they imp® consistent 
within themselves. That is, aar*h g hmqh oppwvgtmpteiy rtio g^ TOft flt^ rtiii# ef 
gpfifm to Wn flBgntikHmci qq footh tQBtS anrf foy all three
hr
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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM OP MEANING
l i e  abundance of recent literature on various aspects of tie  prohlena of 
meaning is Indicative erf two things. Firstly, that a renewed interest has been 
4-pirn¥> in »inp nroblem erf meaninst. with ♦ha realization of its twwartMuw
in a l  areas erf human activity. Secondly, (and tide is closely associated to the 
above) the- *n«n<pH«Ag concerned with meaning su r^n nnnfiriant that, they axe now 
ecHihmed to deal somewhat more adeouatelv with th<» oroblera. No coo would 
deny that meaning |g gn iw-moTiiaaiy complicated affair, residing as it does in 
the individual myf gaatwir  ^'to derive at fof*#! some of its complexity from the 
individual. Phenomena of fMff hhwi do *»<# readily of lvu^W>'ltWffM*>it- For 
another thing, **»*»« »*«g appears to refer to anma impHid* dpfa or process
of the host organism which is inferred from observables, rod is the sort of ghostly 
variable the behaviorists hum dismissed from Dsvcbolocv. Nevertheless. Osaood. 
Suei, and TamanKnttm (1967) fcgl *~hat »fl>a pfrfrlfmof wanning jg| bchftVior iS {SO*
T a  „  t „ S     .ok —- -  —.- — a d  SA a k S  FI a  J M I H A A l a a  4*SS SM L f  F a  ■, ■■ S  JrriM iim«,iM * * -  —• w a a u a a u tk k s  «a- ■> if fDaDiy no more uuxicuit ana certainly not greatly tunerent front the problems of
doiditig With other intervening variables, like emotion nod intelligence. *'
At three '»mf» groups of definitions of Tm»«mfog are discernible, each 
corresponding to the pp-yfet««t»v f^icnc# which does the defining. There are *1** 
phfir>gn^ >if»Qit t)m linguistic, an*^ the psychological definitions, cod these three
1
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%classes are to the#* in Ogdentand Richards' (1923) schema.
Gf course, very »»«»)» overlapping within between groups*
1. Philosophy and Meaning
There *“»b been TOII^ h criticism ftWp* Hw» onni'Hl'HiM/ina whtnh philosophy 
hnp or has not to our tmHnngtnnAing of nature of meaning. The contro­
versy is  «»» which h*>g generated more h » t than ught Noons r«fan deny the 
well-founded hytetPfft which pliilnanptiy h a  a  {q thn of to®aJltHg» «">> CSI**
tain- p«fpanfp of ttw» pfnMww nw» answerable only with *h> tn eight a provided by 
philosophy. Maritaln <1959, p. 84) Isolates the problem most succinctly; "K 
tliougM or knowledge were a eoipy or a tracing (f  the thing, and If both are ideatf- 
callv conditioned, how would error he oossible ?. . . we are nrnnnniinH to effect 
a certain disjunction between tip thlcg end the to recognize that the
conditions which attach to rmek do not pitnnh to tip other. The way things exist 
in onr thnqgfrt, .so as 'to be known, is not the same as *-h*> way they *»*<«* fa them* 
selves. '* ft is  evident that there is  an intelligible hi tip  tiling known, and a knower 
who brings fato!ty>i» tntn himself, its far as the pMifMenpjwB f§ concerned, 
manning |§ a matter of truth or error.
2. Meaning
T.lngnlatlma is concerned with the Study of human Bponn)i) Innlnrflng f)ya 
origin, structure, A.nA modification of inngtmgn or inngnngna if includes especi­
ally phonetics, morphology, semantics, end general or pbiiAgnpM/>»i grammar. 
T.ingniRta generally minmiir^ rttiintinfi, or linguistics proper, which
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ndffttl§ Wtffl fh# StrUOttHto Of M©8S3g©0, th© S^PSlS fa tf|g
g,g events (y^g^ed©*!! gjj; tfoft q| eltbe? Sp©ak©r©
hearers", KimUngirfaMflfi (som etim es c  oiled m etalingaietios) which "hoe
{unn npipii rafjiAF IoobaIv . . . tO CKWei* ttlt thftfla otihei* aSDCCtS o£ lumi&SG StlldVe j ^ e e e e e ^  o a s t a s 'w a  y e e e o f l o s a g w  s e e  w ow ow  w ^ e w e w p a *  • © w P ^ jp o e w ^ g p W r
*B(f!iteEji^Bitefc J9S8(ifi
behavior and ©altar®.» (Osgood, and sebeok, 1954).
Arsen© ©armesteter fa 1837. During tbtt p etted  of the so-called n6o*fi%Bu&&F‘*
-siological
j©©l Bife©© ^
Finally,' tbne is a Semantics which Is &■ typn^ t* of »««t which 
at the ^ o f  oa abstract theory of the ytdstftwi between signs end a/hat
thcty m«m SkfTW<ftHf»fa) aAtrih jg IfytjB Bf»to«rm| |g  divided f«**» Hhma  pattS:
pragm atics, *^381^ p^B©!©^© B^©fl03yB3B^ffltCi©SB
In the
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considers signs apart from what they mean. (M orris, 1946). The area of pure 
semantics is that which is  of in terest to the psychologist; the only qualification 
being that "natural" ra th er than "form al" language is emphasized. (Osgood et a l . , 
1957.)
3. Psychological Meaning
Osgood et al. (1957) say: "The psychologist is typically interested in 
the role of the organism ’s behavior system in mediating the relation between 
signs and significates . . .  whenever a sign is received or produced. " A great 
shift of em phasis from the approaches taken by the philosophers and the linguists 
is seen in Osgood's definition. The use of the phrase "the organism 's behavior 
system " te lls  us there are  many physiological components involved in meaning 
which in terest the psychologist; and the phrase "mediating the relation" te lls 
us that a process o r a state occurs in the organism s which can only be called 
psychological, in the tru est sense of the word.
The nervous system obviously plays a m ajor role in an organism 's acqui­
sition or dispensing of meaning. The resulting psychological state of an "im ­
pinged upon" organism is what is ordinarily thought of as the proper object of 
psychological investigation. However, psychological theories of meaning differ 
among them selves as to the nature of this distinctive process or state of the 
organism .
Starting with the simple observation that "the pattern of stimulation which 
is the sign is never identical with the pattern of stimulation which is the signifi- 
cate", and seeking then to explain the conditions under which "a stimulus which
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
Ill uoi a gign of eigaificate'1 (Ois^ ood, 2.952), it
a . Mentalletlc m few, At $m m®© -cC tii© mentalisUc tboory w®s find &
iiBP BUBP 130)0 H^sjBfiP *|Pl0?l3i !feM9N0B0ifcii8l BP BP^^ E^P B0f BjJSMKjP
isBiiSP BNi BiJbbp jB^iiBP 00? niBf BBI0P& ^
3tS^ S^ T) E^^BbEP ^^iiiiliBijBPi f^e^B&jlSlflQQlSt^  j^ S fipP^VS^JT^I BBS?PPNiiBXi^  h^@t BP BifcfciBP3P^  ^IPjfepjBB BtfeBP XSQtiBtitibB^^*1
0^ ? 'tihBtSB 000^ BH2t8iw 3^!jfa0 0^P^ j0lPBsK0B^BB0iJ03i jyj^ y^yfy iiij^ BEBiBiiBP f^ef0tB Blfeii ISUJP^Ii
J— V tkifeihM glUh^iHAAAdM M kM Ik3!  U f l k i H a M  feKfelnhAalk ^ J f j u n i  &-*m  A ^h ^ M ^ S A aM a M . A d K M ^ M a M te l  i | M A  — iln in J t Hip», .^iijpppB PIP iPP-, * x Iu b  v iew  10 am m n m iy  wSmBB$ w w iuro i n i  000111**
BI00li B00lfeiBB j0BP^P09^Kk "iBfttefEPlPljJPB^feilP l^ feKjBSii Bji
iPiB 0^100111 )Bii^ P00BMi0 ip jSpf^piGB 0^ BSBi j^!* j^ y^ E^11
i^BB BiJjBB BPB^BP^BBB&BPBSKiE BP USPBpJfeBB 0i^  |Pl^ BP1l^ i^£yiPlB&^^ r^
ftl^.^ fKif Ijy f$fe a^rwifj^ nfd {fl^ fttnl Hum} XMf <fafh*<M«ft is not ^ g OVdrSimplififld
ABfe^A wfeB^A^^x$ w^fefe£t d^ f^e^AtA fefefe*^A A^fe^ A^fefeAB^fe?' B^Avt&p* $^ABA-^feA^feA^feAANSfeWfefe^t A^AByf^A^wi^fe P^tttwvfeM&
WA^^^F ^AfefefeiF^Afe^feApfeifeWifefefefeA®PA^ 2  A^feAffe fefeA^^Aflfe A^feA^F ^^sA ^^^fePA A ypr A A iA A ^ t^ ^ P ^ K A ^ ^ ^ F lA M A
,flS8W,,|
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f a  H
the coriierstoti# to t  Hh* construction of ***** pT*ffBf*int form d  fftft Semantic nfff^y*
|ft^  Cty*f<«* patterns of fetowtoftoft invariably evoke toe s&sne
0 ) Certain ”Mtti«i>^ i aHronn flan acquire ***** rospoQss pro*
f ip $ai§y Jp0B!NfB0^BlMMNBNB 0^ s^j^k 3§WB^100B^^CB!3^
i l , , las?), a «tew. Darentheticallv. would fat anv <*iw»«i«« or nattern of sti**
mull wjfrlf>fi frffl a*»«jHff«tt<f Itua napirffy q| tft** SfpiifiCfttti 1. ©. tO m,<J,a top m *  
prgiao of to » nlgmlflmil^  gy j t^ rta iia^lwWnf| appear© tO b® no difftK Q t **»«» tfat
"single stage" Os­
good's jhn^ %*** bare .to tout "reactions msd# to aigng gr@ s§l4frm Identical with
CiCTtdft1,rfflT'fi>g eiigtortwiwite have shown that of fill the reaction cooipontnts 
to  ft particular stimulus. *<»««» fl«»f involvo tha Iaas! asnenditura of cm&r&v ctn^ P w ^ p f w *  '• w tr w m ^ w ^ ^ ^ ^ w w p p  a a t i ^ i ^ i r  e m m i e w  e i t ¥ * p t f  “  s o m s s p  . e e i ^ s e n P w  e p ^ a n p a ^ s * ^ e e e e ™ n ^  e a  e n e  e p e is N ^ S p j^ sl^  a ^ e n
Hid ana hunti^  anti thnrnn fluil f>y»t» laaa |p y^#^ y^ >jy wftfc wigolng OV^ ft bohftVlOl1 OH
toe other. are toe more re&dilv *afl«nfaf«<i to coutiffuous stimulation. So that^ w w « w w rm  p  v m w  w g p * ^ ^ « o w  o * w * e* * w e w * p p  • w s e s P V r w M s e ^ ’W r ’fw w i f  ^ e v e e e w e a m p e ' e ^ e e e p  MffjiM S’s e s s w s e s N P w e e *  ■*■©© s w e t o w
flA ajatj i t  w i l l  a c q u ir e  m  l ^ f|^ » m ^ « l o f  aaannfai-fnrp w it o  a **rn *‘ pOXtiOQ O f t h e  t f t fll
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*behavior elicited by the eignllioate as a representational mediation procoea.
A.
-------------------------------------------
• r .'r + s m ----------------------
B.
5 1------------------- ►*mi---------- >®mi-------------- » Rx
/
5 2 -----------------* ^ ^ “2 .............. > ^ 2 -------------- » RXj2
/ /
s 3 ----------------/ y i ^ n .............. ----------------------» Rxr
/S /-------------------- rmR- - -  -  -  >smft------------ > Rxa
Fig. I. Symbolio account of the development of sign processes.
A* Development of a signt B. Development cf an assign. (Osgood, 1862).
fit the diagram of Fig. 1 (A), the stimulus producing process <rm —
Sm) hi represontational because it includes port of the response (Rt) to the Un­
conditioned stimulus (fe). It is  wwi|ifl^ wiiii because the eolf-stimulatloo (Sjq) 
produced by this "short-circuited reaction" (I'm) can now become associated 
with a variety of responses (Eg) which are in some way appropriate to the Uncon­
ditioned stimulus (&)• The assign paradigm (B) involves the same process, but 
the "experience" or "behavior" Is vtcartousi e.g. one reads an account of what 
an elephant looks like, and then sees pictures of it and so on. Finally one would
6
S
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81)0 abie $0 identify an elepifc&nt promptly &nd accurately If it fkppenxad bsfow
0^ t00l!00(S000^^
flm CotflXIfti .S^NtiN^BBWHfc t$00 SllS^PW $& US foljtOWSl pattern irf SttBQU-
!t0t i(0S^t ifi tif it 0^^ 0^ife00^8' i39^
0L t*0^6^®ti0^tii^ l0j! 3p0?0W2^30^0^ til^ tfijf 3p^SP0^ 0^^0H0 iiMjKfeEl^  ^J00S09j^^  i§j^0Ml2^ttC9Sfi0^t iJ^fti3Ft €li?
!^03$t0^ Jj30fc*tfefi^3S300i B^Uj^ 00st0E00£ii0^tt0^!&y^^
IK in Important to flai^ eNi St this point that, within fhff theoretical fsrame**
for ffty ffflirm *»j|p#i will vary to the ffifwt that their behavior towards the things
3Ewiiis^Ey^^ yijB^5^' mtuM
processsB" I# twt ftfftffi witb In the of i*>n| p ^ tfl ^
limy may be purely neiHfiil events rather tfww actual wiuffffitlay1 contractions or
cognition* It III a  problem not only ®[ Interest but of absolute necessity to demon"*
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c h a pter  n
THE PROBLEM O f MEASUREMENT
A. Early Research Methods 
Osgood H i  not the first one to attempt to measure meaning, nor was 
he the first to realize Its important implications in learning theory. As fer 
haetk «n the tarn of the centurv devised Ms list of svllables
in order to study the learning process independently of the meaning variable.
Kfrn* anr! Rosanoff (19101 compiled their association lists which have long been 
held to he an index c£ meaningfulness of certain concepts. Noble (1982) is taken 
to IsA  t?y O j^ood ®t Hi. (t®S?) jfef uiM iiig as ritte jpimd moan number
a 60 sec. period."
r* V « m u p  .1  f t  .».,— ..._  A.VL i t  j ,  <ii  i r i ' f  m a d iJ t n a n  A M  m  a *  £ m  S * » < e « - * fc * ii< # M ie * e -f t  f f i b M  «*% I «  A l , « i Sos^ooci ®n«jr0 S0S8 sointi^ Et t® a® simple as .it i® *i®*ftOiPc®jysE • j.e® poiiit *® tiiftt 
while tli® number of a®®ociittlcwa migtit indicate the "degree of meaningfulnese" 
of a given concept, it tells tm notMng of the meaning of the concept. For ex­
ample, the concept ’’white” migfe# regularly evoke the association ’’black", but 
tftst does not maan that "white" is equal to "black" in meanir .^
Experiments have shown that when a ruction dMHdttVwied to «»** Mtm^ iinw 
Is transferred to another stimulus, the aTnnunt of tfe-w^oy varies directly with 
the similarity of the two **ttrmiii . Razran (19391 reported that in wftmnntif! genera- 
Hir.atifm, the similarity was in the wAnniwg of two stimuli, rather *ha« mere
9
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10
phonetie similarity. Thus a reaction conditioned to the word "style" transfers 
more readily to word "fashion" than to date word "stile". Steals and his associ­
ates (1957, 1955) also showed that they could alter the meaning of a word by 
conditioning its association to another word.
2. Transfer and Interference Studies
If there is  semantic generalization among meanings, as shown above, 
one would expect that learning of one list of words should facilitate subsequent 
lotfpntng of likewise, inhibition in the form of interference should
result if the meanings of the lists were antagonistic. Both of these hypotheses, 
transfer and interference, have been amply tested mid verified.
3. Physiological Methods of Measurement
Action potentials in striate musculature, especially in speech mechanisms, 
provide some evidence of correlation with the meaning variable. But added to the 
problem of tee validity of such measures Is also tee problem of practicality. The 
cumbersone apparatus plus tee ***>*»«»*. of time required for individual testing 
limits tee usefulness of these techniques to the laboratory. (Thorson, 1925; 
Jacobson, 1982; Max, 1935, 1937).
Bazran (1935, 1988) used Ms own salivary responses to verbal stimuli 
(the word saliva) in several languages with which he was familiar, and showed 
teat he salivated most to Ms native language (Russian), next to Ms most profi­
cient one (English), and least to three slightly known languages (French, Spanish, 
and Polish).
Thcifiaiuanif! Riciw (g a successful of the presence of meaning,
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tn& gives 00 to the nature of the winning TTfp  alternative wmuHmmI
i s  to  employ Die time latency a s  a: "complex I. ©.» if Hw Inter*
t y  g fin tu ltis  w o rd  i s  p o s ite d  a s  b e in g  a n  e s p e c ia lly  isecD  to  the erib*
|eel, (Brill, 1946).
' TStst (variCT'iff’ly tensed 1 '» **n "stttudss**
ete.) »ffo>^ »g a^iwyyttwq.. fern ih«aAn recogaissed. Skinner (1936), Postman and 
Bruner (1948),' M<-»rrii<i)iqii^  a^yt Atkinson (19&8) have amply how
raoa-rftng fffiw. .ffflan.fi rilttfrtvf p^ yruapfiial flctlri Bflt, jfcgftfoi fftfl C^ itiClSXQ way
itself.
t a j i n  f  j k w u D  1 E S l * # H  ' i f  Mufti. ii.M trfii ' j f c t t i t t a *  iTirffi<~i j a f f < t  jffufwWi*i i\#IJIS5f3: SIKI IluU  J^UHSwlp B8wB xSC J^llSIl tH® 9.fi^ OC*Sli3.V© BMT0l3^ wtl _ Of
pm nftnnisn m n fa iA l $b t 0 n » G  o f  tt&J m im b e r o f  © voted  afflttnftteflonft, )n^| a s  ^ aw a l -  
ro u d y  b e e n  p o in te d  (Hit, a s s o c ia tiv e  s tr e n g th  h i not. ttw  g am e a s
WMMmtog Itpwlf '' Mr>a<ay (104 1 )  pflffifrMiflflif tiro  ffiflfff yaji«yayit «tflftfflfi o f  ap p ly in g  
oaly flflfl of meaning, £hai gf evaluation.
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B . T h e
^ny attempt Id measure meaning must ceitefoly be in terms el one's d^i* 
himm* of meaning, Osgood so by hjta ffAnr>gy>H/> Differential. As & measu­
ring device, Hie purports to tip Hu el represen-
ntsdfsfbft processes in lai^ guage behavior fifid Huh* serv© as an tiyflNfff of
thoaa nrOCGBBAS. More OreciSelV. 1vhat In nnnrfari bv a sort e t 
nrocedtire. is ««wo otea as to the underlvina nature of the wo f^atfem process.m 0-0t ?R^MP,a(>r^WMwiir ’■Ptp 0 T 00  f lP 'W P PW '■ P a a W F  0 **0  0 0 *0*0  *00000000lt.^* jijw  4 S S M .  -wv mm*0 ^
■mi n  M i A w  Hti ■#• A 4 h M  M U te A ttfeA  M i Jk.'dfr ASlfcJW  nahafe M I N  ^K4«MIHVMi H stfc  tSM blH> V  j f  1  ffe_ T Q thp&i^ iiHUiifiy a* hi© point *jh «k is®© ptrofli§»fl in in *^ * ia ® *s/*
As as i957, stated HHE # e  major g°p tn bis work thus far is
"no explicit ei *h» relation fhf* of
as a reprofifiTttiiitjionf*! fflfHttAttQfi process, wnd tt» operations of measiHe** 
jjjgul; \yhfnb constitute fh# semantic ^ ^ i®wtlfil tsehpbpf a11 hfMi been made. (Osgood 
etat,* 1957).
By a concept is meftfft the successive allocation of a concept
to a pofnt y»a<4f<af> X in < v  apart** ■pftpf’^ ponfori by S Hit |jf SCaleS WMch SI®
4 n t# s S % S iM U &  m l «i u «fc W i  I f 1Mfe n*^Br a j m [ I  a , , , 4 iBKm.■ j i a * *  - ^ M S W ie M i JSkIl&tWU wy A P»m IS xSpSSs lw*J©Cwy6o* f  W f ABiH|SS)
F A T H E R
h o t  I *•f j r .  .„.*.. t  i c o ld
' 1 ...... 2 4
. ^  ..
6 1
r o m d i ; *#■ ■ * ...i..x ... i. f. s m o o th
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
f o w l e d  . : X  : ** ..i ..........i... 1 o n p i l a f
t * i 4 5 6 7
t h u s  t h e  c o n c e p t  " fa th e r "  I s  ju d g e d  t o  b e  " s l ig h t ly  b o * , s l ig h t ly  |gm rtnt b , fl?fd v e r y
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rounded". The provides cuwwrnemt: <f two properties of meanlngi the
riiyof>»i<Tin of QStaf^ nHfiiri, and the inf-Awalty of
gpaoo ig pQBttilated as bFtflg a space of unknown dimensionality
■ ■ ■■-■ HHMM—^  — »■!> J i  ^  -.— * *  J i u k  -*- —— — —  V St rii iWiWi irtiif* j u B  A m I I *■* w iri> «■ i i  i>i ^wfe.MLWiaiNHtottt jrtiM ,k«M ik.43w * S fjHi gfmm w a ^ H kana JeiUcuaean" lit cnaracter. ciacn auDensioD ok tuts spaxm correspoiias to sane
_ —.'%  *  ji-.. - m*.Jb  _ M faMiMM *  f v S - f  -*■ -*- S ' »ii» iMMiirt -»l i i  im «m —S.u JLm, ww 'Mm mjt *% iw  T  M j u k f  i t  w9.^HMSK^h.*te*w t m  ,quiut&y o& meaning. i®jf jmsrposesj ^ v« iiwiviuwii Sviii« cmseiiisci oy
polar adjectives, is assumed to represent one of tibsse dimensions of semantic 
space, ft hi further °amnnnrf ft»of each f^p!” represents an orthogonal ««w»pifag
Of ft pwyHrwtlav Hlwiftwglrm, nwri ♦hat', f t  |§  a  atyntgliii' Ifaw f«mr»ffwn p a  aw ing th w v y rh
ttw mrffjfln of wamenii^  space. Hie origin corresponds to the n ldpfat on the 
scales, position above.
ft is readily seen that each scale is not of each other scale,
i. ©. scales «“*<>*» to represent the nawo «Hwi<mwi«n or qualify of mean**
ing, e. g. what is «!mfwvh fg. generally £oundgd also. To AeiHrwt semantic space with 
mgvitwtm efficiency WOllM involve ffl# of thft mtoiwiiw ttmnfasiy of
nyHhrgraial dimanaiema or B3S88 Which will tfio rffrm Anwifvnwl ify of Semantic
space, •
T f \ * *  -Sr.- — jfc. ■ .*. ■«,!». -■- * ■ . - * . i  .k. Skjfc. J L ^ f  -aH Tm i'm ■ m S ii ii MW *S r V  f i td ta  i n  mu iw m  — — .  A. —  kft MAH. Mm*± I S ABy factor analytic tec&niques, having loo tss judge zu concepts against 50 
scales. Osgood and Sue! (19E2) Isolated three factors whieh contributed heavily to 
the total variance. They termed them: {1) The Evaluative Factor (good-bad),
(2) lft» Potency Factor (strcmg-weak) and (3) the Activfty Factor (active-passive), 
ft was found that less than 50% of total variance can be accounted fort that Factor 
1 (Evaluative) accounts for 68% of common variance, and that many of the adjective
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pairs are heavily loaded wtth more than pru^  factor. Several more factor nnaiy- 
tic studies were made (Osgood et a l., 1957, pp. 39-64). Salomon 11914, 1958), 
and Tudser (1955) report essentially <jh* same results as Osgood first reported 
in. 1959, Several jLutportant developinents occurred howavar, la Ougood^ s second 
analysis (1967, p. 45) it was found fi*** Factor 2 (Potency) was the leant- «enhiA of 
the three factors, aiiheugit «»^gn t^n«w*iy correlated wtth the first results. In
i f r t  iBiM iffli I i ,  I.I V <ht M  *9 fik filM P  afe. j s i e  V  J m .  M — 4^- V"% HMWlL. ^     — J |  A  .—. .osgoocrs third analysis (1957, p. 47) in winch Rogers Thesaurus was need to pro­
vide the adjective pairs, it was discovered *ftnt (1) five »Ait»innni factors could 
be adeouatelv (Stabllitv. Tautness. Noveltv. R ecentivitv. «»«> A ggress-
iveness) and (2) ffe*d tbexe various "modes" of evaluation which are appro­
priate to different frames of reference or obiects id* luckrment. e. sr. moral good-
« a « a  {h m am ie  B W ^ a B B  w taa b  goodnfifift. W>Awitri<ft (iw m A inoa T iB ia ffc WfHlld
^^^NrW FPi0 9  ^  9 9 f s g ® —p  j a p a ® . s y 9  'W s w e e n n s n w in v g  9S) v ^ 'i g w s e n t i a s w e a a  ^ m -n a n e s # . ^ p e . v *  w . s e n ® ®
be "good” for a ear to be "strong, powerful, active”, but it would be "bad” for 
aointfc»y to  be «p fv d f
_ n a m  2
fig , 2* Factors in Order of Extraction. Relative importance of' seman­
tic PpS^ fi rUrnoinglnna
A m . gm HMflmum i i n l M . i f i  *K *«l4hSw <M lfc  i f f  nr im 4  Ifi -JiaVt U - • • ■ M  h» II ■■ * ----., A  Mm- In iiiiil *  ■      _  A a A J |pervasive ’■ evaiuattve iactor in human judgment regularly appears ana
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accounts for approximately 1 /2  to 3 /4  of the extractable variance. This finding 
is  confirmed in all the studies reported above. In other words, differentiation 
among concepts in term s of the evaluative factor is  about twice as fine as differ­
entiation in term s of their potency or activity.
3. Bipolar Adjectives
The decision to use bipolar adjectives to define the term ini of semantic 
dim ensions grew out of research on synesthesia started by Karwoski and Odbert
(1938) and joined by Osgood in 1942.
The findings of Karwoski, Odbert, and Osgood indicated that stim uli 
from several m odalities, visual, auditory e t c . , may have shared significances 
or meaning, by a sort of "cross modality stimulus equivalence". (Osgood et a l . , 
1957). For example, a bright color is  regularly associated and pictured as equi­
valent to a high pitch. Likewise, a happy man is  said to be high, and a sad man, 
low. All of these cross modality phenomena are culturally reinforced, as when 
we learn to associate a deep voice with a big man, but there is  also evidence 
that some transcultural associations ex ist. For example, good is  always up, and 
bad is  always down, even in the m ost primitive cultures. (Osgood et a l . , 1957).
4. The Seven Point Scale
Among the normal population, it has been found over and over again that 
a seven point scale allows for the best resu lts in tests  requiring "intensity" judg­
m ents. The usual criterion of a good scale is  the frequency with which each inter­
val is  utilized by the Ss. If all the intervals are used with approximately equal
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frequency, fbs Wfl# may be «sneaim ad to provide in  p*i<xytafr** pnrw i^wg ^  dig-
■ I [■■ij'MaH *'■- -—A..-. .».•.— - Htt&iM&da AjWfc..-   .. Jl A V AdMV & ■ - tfSiP V ■ .-. — -^ - - a, gjfc,W^. — -a ,.4t.criminatory points, (uagooa et a i., i»o7; p. oo). nopps stuay witn scmzo- 
ptoenies (1965) showed fhpt tftf* ******** peimftg of
aig’nfflrwwtly }§gg f weiyiAwfly than <Jq nAyrwala Rom arm (1957) reported thi 68to0
results with psychotic candidates for lobotomy. Thust It in seen that tfi# seven
DOint Wfiale i i  snost for a WAt»ma1 n n ra iln fin n . but f l a t  Wid^imikaiii
migM have to fo© T»pdo to COHfOIffi tO ft# flMlttloB (^ a pttiffiilny
group*
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AN EVALUATION OF THE SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL 
It should be noted that with the introduction of the Semantic Differential 
as a measuring device, Osgood has provided another definition of meaning. It 
will be rem embered that the theoretical definition focuses on the rm— sm rela­
tion in the sign paradigm, (C h.n). We must now recognize and distinguish a new, 
operational definition of meaning: v i z . , "the meaning of a signpsjthat point in 
the semantic space specified by a ser ie s  of differentiating judgments". (Osgood 
et a l . , 1957; p. 26).
In term s of th is latter definition of meaning, a single judgment on a 
single bipolar adjectival scale (for a single concept) will indicate (1) the d irec­
tion of association, e .g .  hot or cold, and (2) the intensity of that association, 
e .g . extrem ely hot, extrem ely cold, e t c . , for that stimulus concept along the 
dimension which the single scale represents. When scales representing each of 
the major dim ensions of meaning (evaluative, potency, and activity) are used, we 
end up with three scores whose values may be assumed to represent the coordin­
ates of a point in three dimensional space.
In Fig. 3, the concept A is  seen to be Good, P assive, Weak. All the area 
above the horizontal axis is  "Good", below is  "Bad". To the right of the vertical
axis is  the "Weak" area, to the left is  "Strong". The back area is  "Active", the 
front is  "Passive". The origin represents the midpoints of the various sca les , 
indicating a judgment by the S that the stimulus concept is  not associated with
17
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either of the adjective pairs, or associated equally with both adjectives.
G o o d
#  A
T^ad
Fig. 3. Semantic Space. Concept A allocated to position A on first test. Concept 
A shifts to position A* on second test.
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If on a subsequent test the subject, by a series of "differentiating Judg­
ments”, allocated the concept A to the position A* In semantic space, l ,e . , more 
missive, weaker. *»«<* less stood, we mav "shift ef concent” as a
chaise of summing. Illustrated by movement In semantic space.
«y%» a tm n h ito  rU atnnriA  A**A^  provides US With S  of tV  T n n ^ n ^ y lf i o f
fl»i« ahtft, but by Itself will not #11 us in which direction the <o*«i*g«> of *m»a«iwg 
was effected. The |Ms#yi«*e A~0 provides us with a measure of #*> wMMntngStiwitig 
of the concept, 1. e ., Its distance from non-meaning. Likewise, the —m# measure 
A-0 will provide us with a measure of the i»«»wHt of semantic space used by any 
individual subject to express the m^ mning which a p n* M ay concept has for him.
Any movement In psrapy*# spe«*e may be due to #yrt of two causes. The 
shifts may be random e«yi accidental, or the shifts may result from a of
meaning which the concept has assumed.
One of 'tbs most common way’s by which change of wooning is effected is 
by ftc<pitf»fftg more ipffty«sftH<ai about tbs concept in question, whether or not the 
Semantic Differential is a vnffMffitly sensitive instrument to measure sueti a 
change, both in magnitudet>n^  direction, is the specific question of paper*
1. Sensitivity
" An fawtwiwftnt i |  sensitive to the degree it renders dtscriminations 
commensurate with the natural w it* of the being studied; ideally it
should yield di«ttw«Mnn*» as fine, or even finer, <#» flmiw »wad® on common sense 
g row ls”. (Osgood et a l., 1967, p. 166) A typical semantic scale allows for
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seven such discrim inations: extremely X, quite X, slightly X, O, slightly Y, 
quite Y, extrem ely Y. But these discriminatory adverbs by no means exhaust 
the discriminatory possib ilities provided by the English language.
A practical problem involving the sensitivity of the Semantic Differential 
would be to test its  ability to discrim inate (provided, of course, that the subject 
discrim inates) the meaning of synonyms. The instrument has been successfully  
tested against this criterion. (Osgood et a l . , 1957, p. 168) A m ore stringent 
test of sensitivity might be to test the instrum ents ability to show "concept 
shifts" resulting from a transfer of information (teacher to student) about that 
concept. This hypothesis has not yet been tested or reported in the literature. 
Related studies show, however, (Staats et a l . , 1958) that words may be con­
ditioned to assum e the profile of words with which they are paired in associa­
tion learning experim ents. Manis (1959), in studies assessin g  communications, 
reports that successfu l communication seem s to involve only the evaluative fac­
tor, and when it  is  statistically extracted from the resu lts, the potency and 
activity factors are not predictive.
2. Reliability
The reliability of an instrument is  generally understood to mean the degree 
to which the same scores can be reproduced when the same object is  m easured  
repeatedly. This criterion i s  certainly applicable to the Semantic Differential, 
but not to the extent that it  applies in the physical sciences. While a pound of 
m aterial w ill weigh a pound today and tomorrow, the meaning of a concept is  liable 
to shift from day to day, and som etim es dramatically so. Reliability, as sought
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after by the Semantic Differential, relates rather to the basic notion of the relia ­
bility of an instrument used in all sciences, and is  closely  allied to the notion of 
significance, or levels of confidence. ’"If we determine the error of measurement 
of our instrument, here for single scales or factor scores, under test-retest con­
ditions, we can estim ate the probability with which a difference of a given magni­
tude could have occurred by chance simply on the basis of measurement error."  
(Osgood et a l . , 1957) Knowing that a subject chosen at random judging an item 
drawn at random can be expected to deviate two scale units from one test to ano­
ther only 5 per cent of the tim e, we may say that such a shift is  significant at the 
5% level of confidence.
Table 1
Probability of Obtaining Given Deviations from Test to Retest
Probability of obtaining 
a Deviation Equal to or 
Absolute % of Greater than Given Devi-
Deviation Responses ation
0 54.0 1.000
1 32.6 .460
2 8.6 .134
3 3 .1  .048
4 1 .1  .018
5 .4  .006
6 .2  .002
Table 1 is  a reproduction of a table constructed by Osgood eta l. (1957) using 
the data collected from his factor analyticwork (Osgood & Suci, 1952). Thisprocedure 
involved 100 Ss judging 20 concepts on 40 different sca les. Osgood e ta l. (1957) state, 
"If subjects and item s in this study are considered to be representative, then 
statements regarding the probability of obtaining deviations of a certain size  can
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be made". Similarity, using the same data mentioned above (195 2 Factor Ana­
lytic Study) a reliability coefficient, test-retest, was computed across the 
IOC Ss and 40 items. The resulting coefficient m s . SS. (Osgood et a l.» 1957, 
p .127) • •
9. Validity
An la aairi to be valid if It measures what it purports to
measure. .Does use semantic Dfflereatiiu really measure meaning? This is .an 
exceedingly complicated question, and Is not 'UftlfN* *hflt asked of intelligence 
tests; do they really measure intelligence t  The problem can be sidestepped
by Hofinlng as "flat wUct an lg«*n,w> tfrBt mOMlffas", nwl lik©-
’wise Hftfining irvmowiwg gg "that which 9 s  Semantic Differential measures".
W t L*. A M u r tw w  r> ffch a ,  7 S  , ,  - ^ n  11 -♦  S m — 8 m  4  a .  a  « t *  t t n f r t L i i ,  A  r 4  in -^ i( i  I .  I .  .1  S —— -■- — ... — - - -Min-Smi,'Hi* **% ?? ^To® only otner alternative is  to aim ”w«a» flo w© mean oy meaning?" and no 
progress will have beet made, if' there were an objective criterion of manningw. V P P  " * WF,W ,pp ^W^r-SWr W P P  V  W  w r^p W v w p  P W P P  W W  P P P p f P P P P iP P B i
with which the s*smy»n*io Differential scores wig n  be correlated, the problem 
would be solved.' But there are no accepted criteria.
The of validity tfvwt centers whether the saw*a«Hi» Dtfferen-
tini aampicic what it purports to sample, namely ff“* mpwneftn
process, iwdApowfiAnfty of whether die jtffpftps with dfffulfflkfi of meaning.
But,' as m  have A rea# pointed out, Osgood .states . . this 1ms been 
a major pip in our work so fcn  there has been no explicit statement c£ the rela­
tion between the theoretical <|w^ eptfiffi of »»a«"ing gm a iwpr<>P/,T*tQHftno 1 wtfdifltf***! 
process, s^d the of which dm s*»rr>nw»<r» ntffe».
sntinl tedhnique." (Osgood et a l., 1987) Nonetheless, we may still assess the
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validity (although it will be "inferred validity") of the Semantic Differential tech­
nique by looking to the validity of components which com prise the measuring 
operations.
Thus, we may speak of the validity of the concept of "multidimensional" 
semantic space; the validity of using bipolar adjectival term inals for each scale; 
the validity of the seven point scale, the validity of the extracted factors (dimen­
sions) of meaning. In addition to the above discussions, Rowan (1956) established  
supporting evidence for the validity of two semantic dimensions: the evaluative 
factor, and a second factor which was equally well described by the term s acti­
vity or potency, and which Rowan called the dynamism factor. In this experiment 
the same subjects were presented with all 120 possible triadic combinations of 
10 concepts and in each instance were asked to choose the two m ost sim ilar con­
cepts of the three given.
In another study, M essick (1957) attempted to determine whether each 
interval in semantic space (as represented unidimensionally on each scale) were 
actually equal. In addition, the application of the factor analytic techniques to the 
assigned scores involves assumptions about the scale origins, i . e . ,  that the zero  
point is  at the centre of the scale. M essick applied the method of "graphical least  
squares intervals" and found (1) an inequality of intervals within sca les  but that 
(2) interval scales are fairly consistent between scales, i . e . ,  the same categories 
tend to be too large or too sm all over all sca les. Also, the origin fa lls approxi­
m ately at the same place on all sca les, the zero point being located so that the mid­
point of the center category is  always slightly off to the left of the scale. M essick  
(1955) states that "it seem s reasonable to conclude that the scaling properties
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Osgood el a l., (1987) alee cite a study by Norman Cliff at Princeton 
(1956) whit* showed that the adveifcial cpanttfiers slightly, quite, and extremely 
proved to yield almost perfectly equal increasing degrees of intensity, 0.50, 
l.oo , and 1.80 respectively.
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CHAFFERIV
THE SENSITIVITY OF THE SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL 
II already b##e noted that ft# sensitivity of ft# Semantic Differential 
has torn put to the test and that It successfully differentiated the connotative mean­
ings of synonyms. Such a study presupposes ft# discriminatory abilities of the 
subjects Anting ft# judging, for if a@ difference of w»*>aniwg j# recognised by the 
subjects la regard to the synonyms, there can be no designation of difference on 
wBo sem m w  Jwii0*€0iw8i*
A. Mraefteals
A more stringent test of the sensitivity of fte Semantic Differential is  the 
rifterminfltlfm #f its abliitV tO tltoAwta ft# fthamra of w>M#wr wMoh accrues to a
eoneept, in a test-retest situation, when more information about the concept is  
provided. If a significant change of meaning, as stem  by a shift in semantic 
space, results, and if this shift is  in a predicted direction and in accordance with 
the introduced variable (more information), one might suppose that the concept- 
shift was due, at least in part, to fte introduced variable. The following study 
was designed to test fids hypothesis. The introduction of fte variable is referred 
to as transfer of information, i. e . , from fte instructor to fte students. The 
semantic profile of fte instructor is  known as the Criterion. If learning takes 
place, fte results of fte retest situation should be more in accord with the Criterion 
ft## were fte results of ft# initial tost.
n
57381 
ASSUMPTION IIM
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1. M ethod
Forty -nine Ss from an introductory psychology class were asked to judge 
three ooncepts (discipline, nonsense, and opinion) against a set et ten bipolar 
adjectival scales, as given in Fig. 4.
angular rounded
weak
rough
strong
smooth
active  ________________ passive
«maii.  _______ large
eold feet
good : . feed
tense _____ relaxed
wet ■ - dry
. fresh   stale
Fig. 4. Form of the Semantic Differential. '
The instructions adv&t were e»ml«» »«if vou were forced to sav whether 
”ril Notnline" w ere mwmW  or muadfid. weak or RtroM and so on. where would voui s i w e w v e ’ S p w  * •  w *  w  w i M W i i w  w  w w « w * w i * j |  w  v r j w p s  w #  f p p e *  e r e e H p  e r w  w r e e p  w e w w r e  w  w  w j w w w w  . »  e e a ®
place this concept on the scale? The closer you mark an X to either *»d of the 
scale means the more ’’rounded" or the more ’’angular” the concept is  for you*
If you think that neither adjective applies very well, or applies equally well, simply 
mark an X in the middle of the scale. Are there any questions? Be sure to marie 
every smile, and work quickly. Usually your first impression is  the best one."
A 12 day interval passed between the test and the retest. During this period, 
two of the three concepts were taught in the content of their special psychological
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nrmnnMi^nat fiigftipHmtt now referring specifically to formal dipnt{$fa»«» in learn­
ing thecxryj and nonsense as referring specifically to nonsense syllables.' The 
third ooinion. was not «*nfH«»d in tt« DgvcholoKical setting. Mo refer-
euce was miftdp d^rtpc instruction period to the fact that the concepts wore 
tha ones previxsisiy h ififenwnHatc*d( that a new Tnft«nfr>g was gfa«> the 
Concepts.
to the retest situation, t ie  S i were merely asked to mark once more
Hwao nmnantfl aeralnat that faan Kfoftlmr* scales. SB & reliability fihmfc fl» the tnwfrm-W*WPF Wr'gKr W. FFPF^FFP.'gFjpF'W*— w ^j^gW PH ^^^PPF^ F"AP w g ( l F ^ l f  ” F*: WF ■" ^  ^  r- "-'■ . .......... ...
ment. The Ss were told, however, tiat they should try  to mark how they now 
felt fthoiif concepts, paf try to remember how they h^ <i rnarbxi th**™ 
before. Finally, tie  teacher marked Ms profile for the three concepts, and his 
markings will be referred to as the Criterion.
pn —* 7  •* i mwjil j i i j H i f f P d  jn A P  *f~7rt a  j m &  S t k j k  f ifd fe W M  g h M ^ d jP f c  I P h d d N K ^ M W ^ w e d ^ S g a S  n a i i  *— A  d > 2 a ^ hin s tuiy mooHic&MOii use too ions ox ms p w iiiiic woo wri to#
smiles tifffd in ♦foi* stn^ were on «p*»»*p*b«»d continue, i. e . , fix*- seven point scale 
wop nnt employed. This was done partially to determine the in which the
Ss would hawSla tW ltwe^ wi/^ tinnfl Bflwi»ntii» wona awri with th e, hnna thot llfla of
O'*. W& *■  Wf^WW—X* ^ B eV F —A^epeVA* S B S S f  Ve®WWFWW* * o X W W S  W " w  Jj—g** w O * “
flm midnoint of tha nooia weald he «M«*iwMtwotfgXl in *hi event thot tha adjective-^ am hof < e e * sm ^ * F F iF 1e e e . w  w —in  vwwfwf W FoFePioW F f v  ^ ^ wpiw—*  es^'Wr w e f F W  i F i o e  w b a w “  f p p f  w f  w ■ ^ w 'u w “ w o  *  ——
pairs f^d not ppp»n imwadiateiy appropriate.
C. Results
1. Group Results
Each subject (N«49) judged three concepts against tem scales* and the pro­
cedure was repeated hi the retest eftcpttoQi resulting in 2940 judgment markings. 
Table 2 elves *h« wawi scores for ♦***» first ted  ( 1  «*»d the retest < ~w *^l forP^*. W^WFlF<gF JPB "  —F F F  HP ^ PF P F  *PNHP F F F . ^FHF ^ WFF. -g S  P P ™ " ^  ^F* W SV* p
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Table 2
R esults Based on Mean Scores
N O N S E N S E D I S C I P L I N E O P I N I O N
Adjective P airs F Loading
x
N
x
N c 67 f f l XN xN c 07 xN XN c 0 7 or
1. angular-rounded m .4 3 2 .1 2.0* 1 .3 1 .10 1.12 1 .7 1 .8* 2 .2 l.n 1.11 1 .8 1 .5 # 3 .0 1 .26 1 .07
2. weak-strong n .62 1 .1 1.5# 0 .5 .92 1.06 3 .4 3 .4 2 .7 .54 .61 3 .2 3 .1* 0 .7 .75 .76
3. rough-smooth n .3 6 1 .9 1.7* 1 .0 1.15 .99 1 .8 2 .1# 2 .7 1 .34 1 .22 1 .9 2 .0* 3 .3 1.13 . 91
4 . active-passive m .5 9 1 .3 1 .3 3 .0 1.22 1.18 .6 .9 1 1 .2 .68 .7 9 .7 1. 0* 2 .8 .9 1 .88
5. sm all-large n .6 2 1 .6 1.7 1 .1 1.06 .96 2 .8 2 .9 3 .5 .78 .8 4 2 .7 2 .6* 1. 0 .9 2 .91
6. cold-hot m .4 6 2 .2 2 .0* 2 .0 .88 .99 2 .2 2 .0* 2 .0 1.05 1.15 2 .5 2 .4 * 1 .6 1 .04 1 .04
7. good-bad i .8 8 2 .3 2 .1* 2 .0 1.22 1 .12 .5 4 . 7* 1 .3 .63 .81 .8 1 .2$ 3. 0 .75 . 90
8. tense-relaxed i .55 3 .3 3. °# 1 .6 .83 .97 1 .7 1 .7 1 .1 1.21 1.18 2 .0 1 .8 3. 0 1.25 1.06
9. wet-dry i .08 1 .8 1 .7 2 .0 .9 4 . 92 2 .5 2 .3 3 .5 . 85 .95 2 .2 2 .3 2 .0 .98 .86
10. fresh -sta le i .6 8 1 .7 1 .8* 3. 0 1 .10 1.05 1 .5 1 .5 2 .7 1.07 .92 1 .0 1 .3 f 2 .8 .75 .89
* The means of the R etest Scores have moved toward the Criterion.
# The Shift is  significant ( p = . 05 ).
t ooo
2 9
each of the three concepts. The adjective pairs are given in the order in which 
they appeared on the Differential form. The F column indicates the factor 
which the adjective pair represents. The factors are indicated by I (evaluative),
II (potency), and III (activity). The Loading column g ives the factor loading of 
the particular adjective pair as determined by Osgood and Suci (1952). The C 
column represents the Criterion markings, and the standard deviations are 
given for the fir st and second tests  for each concept (<jj- and respectively).
The scale scores are in term s of inches, as measured from the left 
terminal of the scale. A score of 2 .1  is  at the midpoint of the scale. The aster­
isks indicate those sca les whose mean scores under the retest conditions are 
closer to the Criterion than were the mean scores of the initial te sts . Obviously, 
all these shifts of the mean scores are not significant. But it is  interesting to note 
that the means on six of the ten sca les shifted in the direction of the Criterion for  
both of the experimental concepts, while the mean scores on seven of ten sca les  
shifted in the direction of the Criterion for the control word. Quite clearly, then, 
we see that movement in the direction of the Criterion, as determined by the mean 
scores of the group, is  not an adequate indication of "change of meaning due to a 
transfer of information".
Even on those sca les where the concept shift was significant (p = . 05) 
only one concept (nonsense), on only one scale (good -  bad), changed in polarity 
for the group. All other shifts were within the polarity of association of the 
fir st test.
An investigation of the standard deviations fa ils  to yield any significant 
information. It was thought that the scores of the group in the second test would
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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fall in a sm aller range for the two experimental words than for the control word, 
whether they resem bled the Criterion or not. While this tendency occurred on 
several sca les, the result was not statistically significant.
2. Distance Scores (D -scores)
The values in Tables 3, 4, and 5 are derived from the raw score data of 
the Semantic Differential. These D -sco res  "take into account both the profile 
variation and discrepancies between the means of the profiles, thereby reflecting  
more fully the information available in the data. " (Osgood et a l . , 1957) The 
D -score measure is  provided by the generalized distance function of solid geo­
metry:
Dil = ) ? d u 2
where Dji is  the linear distance between the points in semantic space represen­
ting concepts i and 1; and djj is  the algebraic distance between the coordinates 
of concept i and concept 1 on the same dimension or factor j. Summation is  
over k dim ensions.
Various D -scores were computed for every S on each concept judged. D1 
indicates how far away each subject was from the Criterion on the initial test. The 
next score, D2, indicates how far the subject was away from the Criterion in the re ­
test situation. Using the size of the D -scores to determine whether or not the Ss 
were closer to the Criterion on the retest than in the initial test situation, the 
results are given below in Table 6.
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Table 3
01 m 03 04 06 06 07
1. 5.2 4.2 3.1 6.2 3.2 4.2 3.0
2. 4.1 3.8 2.1 4.5 4.8 2.4 3.0
3. 3.8 3.1 2 .3 8.4 7.0 4.3 4.1
4, 4 .0 4.1 2.1 4.7 4.7 3.6 3.2
S. 2.3 1*4 1.7 4.8 4.6 2.7 2*3
6. 3.4 2.4 1.6 2.3 2.7 1.7 1.4
7. it' n 0. o 4.7 8.1 6.0 3.0 4.1 3.0
8. 3.0 4.0 2.1 2.3 2.7 2.4 2*6
9. 3.3 t . i 8.0 7.0 7.7 4.2 3.8
10. 5.0 4.8 8.0 4*8 8.3 4.3 4.2
11. 4.6 6.3 2.6 0.1 6.0 4.7 6.8
H . 3.8 3.2 0.7 6.4 6.2 4*3 3.8
13. 4.4 4.3 3.7 4.1 3.2 3.1 3.0
14. 8.1 8.7 4.3 7*8 7.7 4.2 3*4
11. 2.9 4.3 3.1 8.4 7.4 3.7 4.0
16. 4.1 2.0 < 3.0 8.1 4.2 3.1 3.1
17* 4.3 4.5 2.1 3.4 4.5 8*4 2.6
18. 4.8 4.3 2.7 8.1 6.3 8*1 2.6
It. $.3 3.6 l . f 4*8 4.6 3.6 2.2
20. 3.8 8.1 1.8 8.7 6.3 3.0 4.1
11. 4.3 8.1 3.8 5.6 7.6 4.3 2.0
i t . 6.7 6.4 2.0 6.6 8.0 4.8 4.7
3.8 3.1 4 .4 6.5 4.1 3.1 4.1
24. 8.8 2.3 1.8 6.1 i . l 3.3 3.1
25. 6.0 6.8 1.2 2.6 & 1 «S* A 4.3 4.3
26. 4.4 4.1 1.6 8.8 4.0 3.8 2.7
27. 4.1 4.7 4.3 6.4 7.6 4.3 4*1
28. 4.7 6.0 9 A m* Tt 6.3 4.1 3.7 4.7
20. 8*0 8.1 2.4 2.4 4.2 3.4 3*4
80. 5.5 4.0 3.0 4.6 5.3 2.3 2.5
81. 3.8 4.0 2.2 3.1 2.2 1.3 3.0
32. 2.7 3.2 1.8 8.4 4.1 3.7 2.3
83. 3.6 3.1 3.8 5.1 4.3 3.1 3.3
24. 4.7 4.7 2.6 6.4 6.7 8.7 4.0
28. 4.3 3.5 1 1 **• 6.1 3.8 3.3 2.2
36. K Oo. a 3.8 4.2 7.1 0.2 4.4 3.6
37. 3.2 5.6 4*4 m m |«9 2.8 4.2 4.1
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Table 3 (cont'd. >
Ss S I s t S3 B4 S6 S8 S7
38. 4.8 I.© 1.1 8.4 9.8 4.5 4.1n. 5.1 6.8 0.1 7.8 7.4 5.8 6.4
40, 4.8 4.0 8.6 8.0 4.3 3.3 2.8
41. 6.7 4.8 8.6 7.8 4.3 4.4 3.0
42, 4.7 4.8 4.1 8.0 0.2 4.0 4.1m* 7,6 7.6 6.1 8.8 5.3 8.7 6.4
44. 4.0 8.8 l . i 7.4 8.7 3.6 2.1
41* 4.7 4,7 7.8 0.1 10.0 1,7 6.4
46. 8.8 8.1 1.0 8.1 4.1 3.8 i . l
47. 4.6 1.8 1.0 6.7 6.4 €.1 6.7
48. 8.0 l . i 8.0 3.5 3.6 1.8 2.6
46. 8.8 8.1 1.8 1.4 2.2 2.8 1.5
D1 - The distance between the famai tent. the Criterion
2 P % 8 8  # S ' i l  j . l  ■ I  ■ . i  A t t i i  |> «*kw k#2 4 ti* s rffc  M f»41 jf i . 'iM dXJm ** JLSm P^ WSPpII whk? Icwel ouu mam W*"*w|riMU.
SB •* The distance between the jhtflftt tent the retest
D5 * The distance between the concepts Nonsense pn  ^Opinion
S8 ~ The ^{a^ annf> between fhf Nonsense th** wtfrtp****** of thf* feele,
initial test
T \ ©  j f  #  mift OiMi f» if11 2fc n  j » r « w  m  jL^km, rvrawli wntfWtJr foYt-iran m  m m  n  -Mm'frl 4-1U rt -an n 3  t i i ' i  r  8 m  if m M ' 4rl«w » r t ' A w l n*/T •* JLIMI i^ BwltiCw OOIW^ Im %I)0 O0SC»O@JPt> jM<3®ti8nSu|8® PlpI w»» lS»i^ pK«U»w Cm Hlwl Swftiwi
r e t e s t .
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Table 4
m m m Dt s m m
1. 3.7 2.9 2.7 1.6 4.2 4.2
2. 8.8 3.0 3.3 3.3 4.2 3.3
i . 3.4 2.7 1,6 2.8 4.5 4.4
4. 3.2 3.6 2.6 3,0 3.4 3.6
5. 8,0 2.0 1.6 2.8 2.4 2.1
6. 2.9 2,8 1.6 2*1 2.1 1.5
7. 4.6 3.3 2 .9 3.4 4.1 3.6
9. . 3.2 4.3 3,7 3.1 2.6 4.4ft. 4* 1 3.6 2.6 3.1 3.6 4.1
10. 8.1 3.6 2.6 e aif. * 8.7 3.8
11. 3.7 4.1 0.5 6.2 5.6 6.9
'12. 8.7 3.4 3,0 2.3 3.8 4.1
'13, 8.7 8.6 1,5 4.1 2.4 8.4
14. 3.6 3.6 2.7 4.1 4.3 3.7
IS. 3.3 3.8 1.8' 7.5 4.8 4.8
16. 3.7 4.0 1.4 3.1 8.7 4.4
17. 4.0 8.7 2.1 1.7 3.4 3.3
18. 3.7 2.4 2.2 4.5 4.1 2.6
It. 8.7 2.8 2.4 1.7 8.7 3.4
20. 4.7 8.3 4,1 3.4 5.5 6.5
21. 3.7 3.4 2,6 4.1 4.3 4,1
22. 3.S 6.9 8.4 3.1 4.5 4.4
23. 8* 8 3.6 8.5 3.7 5.3 3.8
24. 1.7 2.1 2.6 2.9 3.3 3.4
25. 4.1 3.7 1.7 1.7 4.7 4*4
26. 3.9 3.3 1,1 2.6 3.8 3.1
27. 4.7 1,0 1.7 8.7 4.2 4.6
28. 5.1 4.6 3.1 m g»0a 0 4.7 4.0
29. 3.1 4.4 1.7 2.2 8.1
30. 3.2 3.4 1.9 l* f 8.1 3.9
31. 4.0 8.4 1.' 1 s.o 3.6 2.8
32. 3.6 2.8 2.6 t 94k* 6 3.2 1.9
33. 3.5 2.3 3.3 4.7 4.6 3.2
34. 2 .8 3.3 8.1 3,1 3.7 4.4
35. 4.0 3.5 3.0 4.1 8.7 3.7
38. 4 .0 3.3 1.7 2.9 4.1 3.6
37. 8.1 2,8 1.8 5.9 8.0 3.6
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Table 4 (cont'd.)
m D1 Dt m D4 D5 m m
$$. 4.2 3.9 4.6 6.0 4.4 4.1
39. 4.7 4.4 4.1 6.2 6.1 8.8
40. 6.8 8.1 3.6 3.4 4.7 2.8
41. 4.8 8.0 3.2 8.0 6.3 3.6
42. 4.7 4.6 3.0 3.6 4.S 6.0
48. 6.1 4.4 6.4 8.3 6.0 d.7
44. 8.® 4.2 O.t S. 6 4.0 4.2
48. 4.2 8.1 8.7 4.3 4.6 3.2
48. 8.8 8.3 2.3 2.6 8.7 3.0
47. 4.8 6.4 8.8 S. 4 4.8 3. 8
48. 8.3 4.1 1.2 0.7 2.7 8.4
4§. 1.7 8.8 1.4 1.7 1.8 2.7
m _m86 ml Ji_ 8%dfe3MMMwlk4fettifc i A k j t  <8tth8NCn2 7  4 < « M t i  4>2fc^h 4t% '^*JtSMw^to4'Amk.“ ine aisutnce Between me uuuai less ana use uCTSBriou 
D2 - The distance between the retest a«rf the Criterion 
DU •* The distance between the (dfoffd test and the retest 
D4 ** The distance between the concepts Discipline Opinion 
m  ** Hie between the concepts Tuanip^ nQ and Nonsense (see Table 3, D4).
D6 ~ The t^ofannap beti-uTMm (ffft nreifopt n (ei>^lfaa amj ftfoa w4(<pfi<trf of gcale,
initial test
D7 - The between concept Discipline «**d tho yn^pnint of die scale,
retest.
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mTable 5
Scores tm  the Concept OPINION
ss m  D2 m  m  m  m  m
1. 5.0 S.O 3 .3 '. 5.4 8.1
2. 6.7 6.2 8.8 4.1 8.6
8. 8.1 8.6 5*0 8.1 8.3
4. 8.2 8.8 3.1 8.6 4 .0
5. 4,6 4.3 1.4 2.6 2.2
S. 4.4  3.3 2 .1 '' 2.6 1.2
7. 5.6 6.6 8.0 4.0 8.1
8. 3.0 8.0 1.7 1.7 1.0
9. 8.7 7.6 3.3 4.2 8.0
10. 8.7 8.0 3.5 8.4 3.7
11. 7.6 8.0 5.3' 6.4 8.7
12. 5.9 8.4 1 .4 '  3.6 . 2.9
13. 6.2 4.0 2.9 4.1 2.8
14. 7 .0  4.7 8.1 4.8 2.8
15. 6.2 6.0 1.5 4.8 3.8
16. 8.0 4.1 8.1 3.1 4.0
17. 6.0 4.4 1.8 4.1 2.6
18. 6.6 8.8 1.6 3.8 3.1
19. 8.7 8.2 1.4 3.5 2.6
20. 7.8 7.8 3.6 6.2 8.6
21. I . i  4.0 5.0 8.6 2.1
22. 7.8 7.2 2.9 6.0 4.7
23. 6.2 8.3 3.6 8.9 4.0
24. 5.0 5.1 1.3 3.4 2.0
.'26. 7.4 6.7 2.5 5.5 4.8
26. 5.0 4.6 1.6 2.6 2.6
27. 6.0 6.7 3.8 4.4 4.6
28. 6.4 4.5 4.1 3.7 2.6
29. 8.4 3.4 3.1 2.4 2.2
30. 6.7 5.3 1.8 4.0 2.6
81. 4.4 3.8 , 1.2 2.1 1.2
32. 5.1 5.0 1.4 2.1 2.4
$3. 6.0 4.2 3.2 4.0 2.8
34. 7.0 6.3 5.3 4.4 4.8
35. 4.5 4.3 2.5 8.5 2.2
36. 7.3 5.9 2.7 5.3 4.2
37. 7.8 6.7 1.1 4.0 4.8
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Table I (coat'd.)
m PI PI D3 P4 PS P6 D?
38. 7.8 6.4 2.9 6.8 3.9
39. f . f 8.2 4 .0 8.8 6.2
40. 3.8 3.8 3.8 8.8 2.8
41. S.S 6.2 5.2 4.1 4.2
43. 6.0 S. 9 1.4 4.3 3.7
43. 6.7 7.8 5.1 8.7 8.7
44. 6.4 8.7 1.8 4.6 3.1
45. 6.7 6.7 1,8' 4.7 4.3
46. 4.1 4.1 1.7 2.5 1.7
47. 6.4 -4.6 1.0 4.1 3.6
41. 4.4 S .t 1.2 2.8 4.3
49* 1.7 4.1 2.2 1.2 1.5
PI - The distance between the initial test and the. Criterion
PI -  The distance between the retest ami the Criterion
PS - The distance between ^  teat Qy><* ffrp retest
P i * The between fb* concepts opMm' a»4 Nonsense (see Table 3, PS).
PS * The distance between the concepts Opinion and Discipline (see Table 4» P i).
P« * The between the concept Opinion wMpftfrn* of *<««» «*«)«,
ir,uiai test
07 ~ The between the Opinion gT>fi the of the scale,
retest
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Table S
Clangcfl ttt D-Scores In Respect to the Criterion
Clo^r,.., S ^ ^ ^ e ^ ^  .Moyed A ^ .
IMkiMft' ' 26 S I f
Discipline 28 1 20
Opinion 31 ?   II
The results presented above confirm those based on Table 2. which was 
presented m  p. 28. It wfll fee noticed that &e concept Opinion, which was the 
control word «t«d was not t»inrtit. actually whowed * mors fftduent shift in the direc- 
tion of the fiyttoT'inw thaw did the two ejmerimental words. However. ihf« dfeSer* 
ence In frequency of *>Mft is not «%»tficant, since 'the * 2. §2, with a p value 
of .20.
■Wfc n K ^ I L b f t ^ i h  'f fP  M.*MA4)L 4<Mki2wtBiMMMi W M .A M W tB M  M M | (  O w feM ttfcJSiM fcM M V  rfSL^MKOTMSt f tS d N rtM  d S  4 k#WUS B bW kdsI 'T 'V^fcH  i i f i i v  i  b h  p v ^ i  m  x u w n s  b b ii p e t o b i i i  unvi& H w iii m r  w | a n »  **%•
The- average tf% and Dg scores for the concept Nonsense and the concept Discipline 
are considerably smaller fhfffl fits Dl myt Dj scores for hf## ooaoept Opinion.
Table 7 '
Concept Mean I Mean 2 Sigma 1 Slpaal
4.28 4.12 1.09 t*4§
v\| ftrtt-.llnA yiNvijiiKP a. 72 3.66 1.02 1.09
Opinion 1.84 §.48 .1.38 I. §6
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The average Dl seoms le t Hie concept Opinion are so large that It would 
he difficult fear them to w m m  aagr tether away from the Criterion on the retest than 
they were on the teat.
Table 3* D4, gives a measure of ability of the Seman-
He Differential. Thp aforesaid score Indicates the dffffiw*1!11 in fwrwft.fftf*1 space 
which separates His concept Nonsense from 'He concept Discipline. likewise,
T lk f t  jftgtW M kS*ik  'C IV *  i t  »■ r i  g \ i f  i t r f l * S * S  A  J k  % 11  liffhim 11 ■ »< »■ * j* * < >  S» ■ ■**» m tim iri im #i«fi m* drV*** — ——  r , in i S i  —iJm U W m  9)1 H i SM { liw e **} provide taecrimimtory SCOiiWS IMP WB concepts 
N m m n m  vs* Oplnton, OptoloH vs* Disciplin© tt bIwiM {0
#iua yisi ainfimsiis /T%R I^'-aSalra <tt owari TVA W**l»San JtV wiSMm^Srwa^si mSarweam nswiK il HiP 4H P  « 8oQ »J%f iS m  t /  iHilXuWu iOtlVi &H
larger t e  ft^ y of the others* lid s  'Is to be lor an which
could not different concepts could not be expected to &
n%j«g* produced hi tft* aftw° hy providing more
Dg jyjf for ip tliA "amount of space"||<ml .hi' the m«^ni
f»wt imt retest aWitaSnnB respectively. This value «*pf nhtaiwari hy th**
a1g<phyyfr> rUntamr-o the of tTici to ffa@ Anai^ natiiA maflt (f  fo**
S as the d rains, squaring wad summing over the io  scales and t*fet**g the square 
root d  Hie ^  of tb** distances.
TMa "us© of Space" may be an of fftv *|mMn<njjftt!nflag*1 of tfw con­
cept for etdh s , provided we fiartwwf1 •vch Bdbleof ta-th® now* way.
Dut common sense recognizes the possibility Halt one S may use 1/8” to 
Indicate a certain degree of t«t**osity of association, while ftrotbif subject may 
use 8/8" to indicate the same degree of intensity of association. Tables 3, 4 and
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8 stive evidence thia fa the case. While subjects vary a-mnmr themselves aaa ir  JQh a* w  a ir  'Wf  w S iasfllpS S iP (ppS  sw ^P Sr^ ff Baw w aSp •wo^a ^ ^ a sa is  a ppa*  a  » r  ^pp a a  jp  w a  a a  a  ^ a ^ ^ p a w a w r p p a  w a a  a a  a a^ p p
to their ttso of ep ee, they ay© fairly < f^ftpjynf- wifldb themselves. ft seems as 
n poya«wpit»j> vstfaible is important beiCi f»nii««B pay)! g to modify
13$I ppply to *** q,ge<-
Si-»iSEB8BS6SE»
F in a l ly .  a freaueacv fatattatfari was compiled to see how often each of the 
intervale on ffw npia»prfir*tfi scale was ntfifcnd- Figure S shows the combined 
m^ -pfefnga (test md reteat) for pft subjects pod yft concepts.
2 0 0
150
loo
50 - ;
. .
d
pf
KcrmnrtMf> cnala with 8 3  divisions 
-?$£»• H* A &1.e£Og3r{U33 0» <lu(3fflu€M,t UiiilajPuuCHi*
The heavllv weisrhed left Bide of the scale can, not he due entirely to the
Older of ftp* polar adjectives, they were randomized with ypppe^- to polar-
i t v .  I t  l a  to n faW tm f a  r>no*ii1gta<f fh n *  th o  g o  n a m  h jq  co ri tO  th «  l e f t  p fd ft o f  * h e  BCal©.S  S!*W ewRNr w P r B P W P rW e W  fPPWa ▼ ■ajr«PllP^ TPPWW w V P *  Pra»ffPBr " T P  y
possibly the reading finfoftp of oar culture yondftftvt nyy to start at the left
oiHo of ftp p°ff° pwf read to ^  right. There is  pofip doubt, fh*i, whether coy
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may assume that the subject moves Immediately to the center of Hie scale, and 
Hwhi deof#*# whether to move to the left or right,. depending on Ms association 
to His concept. We are a»^ y>satfij^  that the more natural thing would
be for the subject to start at the left terminal and mom toroid the right term!* 
nal to designate his association. This postulate is 'also In conformity with Hie 
findtogs of Mesiieis (1957), who found that the functional midpoint of the seman­
tic scale is slightly off to 'the left of Hie actual midpoint.
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c h a p te r  v
CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY 
T y  transfer of hypothesis trtfft## to”* a change In woanfag ot
a  concept nan  v  affaatV bv nt»fwririifny more Information about that  concept, laoow rW opw jfoo joJ  W w p a a N a  v a^B P V iaaav^w iF a ia  ^^99 A saa  w w ^oow oK gf ■ a a i iaa F f la v a  a a ia ^ o ^ ^ ^ o o w w w W w w ro rw w  9^^^9990099 ^ o w w ^ w o n j^ w w  ^ ^ o w
»ha rwnfloirt stlldv. th is "Imumm of wodHlwg tea* nffeptnH In flwt classroom flte»tten.vftMMAr f t" 1ip* o o w ^ a C e e a l  w ro flo io o ^ M  f t p w ® * f P  V ae es^ p se H ftW F  Vinai w w o o O w w a o o o to o fo  " ™ w i p  w p p w a v a w  a™^A w w w a p
with the instructor's Differential Profile serving ee Criterion. Xt wee reasoned9 9  ^ . P P ^  ^ p a a a g  40W09I99900 9^909  999 W99^9^9^90/999 99W/W*9w^90^9 ^ 9  <^ 9 09^0^99900 10900^9  . ^a  P F W P  P W l f * .  *P^F F T '
♦ka* a  ehftHffft h i  * kn  winaw fanf g f  •  nffliwart fn p  a g  WOllld reStflt h  h im  taiMflftlfag
v ^ fta fteftf  e e  p p f t e e e e e R ie i "  ‘W e e  W fte a ir  a H f tn a w ^ ® e e e e f ta a i  # e  w p V (F p s ia i^ taF ® w  e ^ v a e *  a ^  * F  » a  vaae is»F W  F F A iA ^ a a w  p p w  w a w a ia a  ^ p a jp ia a ^ » a a ^ a w w ^ ^ a g f t
mffh A chanse bv allrt*iati»>a>' the nnmnarA to ft /itffonant nnfat In aamawtlft 8D&C©.•*•< e e  apeM ieea^e j^ aijF  e y j  p p a a A f ^ i . i i a * a p ^ a i i  w a w  Vf v v a s iW F 'a a jF w  w e  a *  w * ^ p e w w * p w  jgw e .■ ■ * ■  p r A p p w w w ^ p w p ^
Staife a n  o lln fa H n n  n f  a  netnnar*  l a  acM©V©d b v  D erfO im in ff ft M t l e i  o f  d iffe ren tia* *a . a a a a e  o o n o a ^ o o o w w w w ^ o O o o ^  w sae e e  tW tf w p w tA f t  a y w  *aAAF a * t t wo/otow  A  e p a  ^ ^ iS f  jgoom ^o^ i.^0^9009e e e ^ ^ e  *ep f w w e ^ e F e  "  a " w w ^ w .
♦law iudcments oWmi* Hal AWMai rm a gtwm aa» Of Mrertlor adiOCtival scales.a a a a ^ B e | .V w W e a a a H w F A a a W  aA W FW FA aw  e w e P F  ■ F e F a w w A a .  e a a w  aa* a 3 l^ ^  w f w a  a * w T e  a a a *  e ^ J F e a p w e  V * e M e f ^ w e a  f  a a a  P F W ' p a a e w  a
Three words were aaia^ari WhinK atb wm<} dailv In ordinary conversation,ftk  f te f tp f tP ftp r  Wwv i P e  ■®|,e e  V e a  w F e a p p A r w W w a  w w a A e v y a f t i  A ae ^ w w  W W f e A w  w o <wasi e a e i  ^^A apaeaai^a'j^y w e v  tF P ^  a a a a e e e a j
V f whiy hftV6 ft ffp##tftj w*oawlf^  nlwn takcm to to#tf* psychological 860,86. 01% 
two of the words were *p«gfo» wall their jmwanial maani«er«- alyl the third word
— ._.—   ^ -. .JM __ ._ |  .  JL-r- ^  f t  npyfc^ — a .  — -> w . ^ ^ 1  J l  a fla aa  a a  u .  i A A * .  f l ^ f t j a a H a a a A  1  tTA-Fi-ft am Burt- M W  lA a a a aserroa as a control, rne teaching period was a twelve aay interval Detween toe
laiiini teat atvl *ha retest. No reference was «wA> ifenftg fta toarihteg neriod top p p f t l p p l ® #  WWp f SfW  Vpw»#vwi W W r  e w v p W i r V *  aWf  a W W w ^ i a i P a w w  “ *■ aVPiV a s a i a a ^ *  ^ ^ a a i a  vAAPaAFwwAAa,w ^ ^ g ^  | p “ a  “
♦Im> feet fea* ga were now taaaaimy a new maanlnir for the CdlCeOtft which tV v hfid99ai909> appppw aaf w9N^p^alA♦, ♦wFaMF ™ w f a A F  ip e a a  w  a a F P a v aHaoomOtm w o  p a v  « ”  a p a a a a p ^ p p ^ A a v w p  a P r a '  a a ^ p  .
previously differentiated. It wan hypothesized that If effective learning took place 
during this twelve day Interval, to© proffiee otto© second test would be more to
-■■ — jf tA tfe i. A e a e a  f ^ V w a A A a |A .ea d a i% e a  ^ S e d a w h  f t a f e e e i i e f t  A t > a a  e a w s e M p f tY .^ a e f t  e v f P  d w a f t f t  f t a » j S f t f t j t . 'g  f e a » .mA&vQOau WlbH all© vlSill w H  HENI piw.*i©i wl liRi lillwSI 19lP#e
It was fbaBd thfit- Shifts of toe c&BG&ptB to to#' directiim of th# Criterion Is
41
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not a fundamental property o! the learning process, since shifts in semantic 
space took place more frequently with toe control word than with the experimental 
words. More precisely, change of meaning as effected in toe learning process 
may he indicated % a concept shift in toe direction of the Criterion, although not 
all such shifts are a remit of toe learning process.
The data were also examined for possible sex differences in performances, 
but none were found that were significant. Neither was there a significant relation 
between the npai of ss their perfor m on this experiment.
The frequency distribution (Fig. 5) was tabulated to include every judgment 
made by all i s  on toe three concepts tor both toe tests. The frequency matrix 
(49 is  x 10 judgments x 3 concepts x 2 tests) is made up of 2940 cells. Figure 8 
illustrates toe manner in which these scores are distributed, and provides corro­
boration tor toe findings reported by Messiok (1967) tost toe finer points of dis­
crimination, i.e . closer to toe center of toe scale, are used with less frequency 
than are the extremities of the scale. Likewise, as Messick also reported, toe 
actual, functional midpoint of the scale is  slightly off to the left of the real mid­
point. It is  tentatively suggested ♦fo#- this phomrmemnn (g Aia id wioh cultural 
determinants as reading from toe left to the right, which would cause the subject 
first to view toe adjective on the left terminal of toe scale, and then use this adjec­
tive as Ms anchor point as he moves along toe scale to toe right.
The numerical values of toe D-scores are to be interpreted as representing 
a distance function. The distance in question refers to length of toe line wMoh con­
nects two points in semantic space. ‘Thus, for toe concept Nonsense, Dl refers to
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the distance la space which separates the concept Nonsense from the
Criterion markings for that same concept. Tie greater the value of the D-score, 
the further removed are ft*** 'two petntt1 hi space*
An relationship from ♦*»*» *«**>iy§fs of tie  D**scores. The
results of the test were found to correlate verv highly with the results of
A.a» -» Shtttkaaril t-ft rit *'f-^ f, JL-rn rfpS ms S'i*» nf WMfefflMEiuf) i4h**» tfatfni intFfff1 n 1 fiiwSiti flTUt iFVfth fftrikWfc 4&U*# A#mMhwtetO® XfcWH* tOSt# JLHS tO^ »**tOtOSt miiSwllity 0O^ KJClOllw5 0^1« &*H$ *0* W& C(HI03pvS
I,., — iMji *m »  y * >  t  a ,  n  Spip^I * —- — a m j I  S H e  £ } S t  ^ u m m U  'f i t ,E l  r a t  ti t  iM ff tan  if iiS i3 » «  ,> » # * ■.N onsense, p w p w i i  sn u  i ^ n « i  w if®  • w »  * on# i w  * 00  rvsp@ cuV 6 i j  •
A  «*****»«<> major f^»nBirfAT»ntfnn f0 »t>nfr gg mnrkftffly fynm ff|#
In h^ft way they used semantic space, some Ss wring less iffisco to indicate a certain 
degree of Sun> rfn nMm>y gg. F.a°h 3 was rather ra*n «<«*«»*, moreover,
with in the *»arnru*» |s  whirfi Table 8 gives fl*  correlations
Table 8
NONSENSE DISCIPLINE OPINION
..............D i ..... .....m....... ........m..... m ......m..... D7
D6 - .?» .71 .56 .68 .56
D? m .to .63 .78 .65
Dt ■m .64 .84 .61
m ** .58 .68
m
m
m
All r 's  are «igntffonwt heymtd the • 01 level of confidence, 
between the D6 and D7 scores for each of the three concepts. The D6 and D7
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scores for *sah of the three cu os^ s. The D6 a»*d D7 scores were fttoafaod fcv• I . , J P  ^P1 Wr w  PP^^'P'PPPPJpP P P * f  <■* • • I W . ■PP' . .  PIF'PIP H  PIPPP P p  V ^ P W I W P P P P P P P  WPJp
foitfry the from *»ei^ oi«i» ©f thy y^ y'ly to fo** pyfo# where the
subject ieftf%e4 hto jiidirm‘attf1 These i^gta»«*a° were pym ,<M<l gimm««< over fh** 
ten scales, aw* fh* square root *«%»»” of *t** «nw of square This pro*
cedure was reputed for ***4y subject for Qa^  of th* thyyy piy! foy
tests.
The h^My «i£mtfl<>«»r>t: correlations in Table 8, between D-scores which' 
are representativ© of the of appn^  uaari fxoxa tost to toft (Nonsense D6 ~
Nonsense D7, etc.), and of the amount of space used to designate the of
«rffl S - lr r  — **— ~i umifi m  r i  w ,  r t  « t «rfi Sr rfi f ^ jk T i i i  P i  fii iri w  f» *r V*fcil8l. < N . A  — „ J t——- «  J t—  IS^Ikd^ a .  A  n  % .P ..-  A i t  „  A  .a. MM^. -— A  ^  —■ _.i. ... .. i i * _amerent concepts (Nonsense x?@ - Discipline Do, etc.) jracn e  w t  a personality 
variable is operative which the manner hi which each subject usee
space.
Summary
This study wag »mrfinytefetf»n to t ilt  whether **»* suawumttA Differential could 
TnAfuMfwa tiy  change of which accrues to a concept when more ’’informa-
tion” Is given fttowfr fhat .fwywiypfr,. The lnfftitmii*|n" in the prftffffit study
in t&tooM'ntr Qm n n-vnhrdrxrifia l AfmnntaHftn of ♦>***»* xunvAa tW  PeCTtllarlv ann«ii» jn
ordinary conversation. Presumably, the toHytfftyp HaOi^  the ♦*a*a'fay i«e a 
different »nAanfag for the words in tyifffftojff »tym | bw  the atwdfyftfl i*i«»
lectures. To the extent that the fltndentip understand what he Is *>^ s«hy.yrg about 
the AQncente in Shato own m toanintr for the nmwante w«li chansre. If the
students* <Q»a««ra» In *ha>. of the teacher’s Criterion. w«p« the
tAf>Ahi^ g may he said to be effective.
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m' The Semantic Differential would show such a in wictnnfng by $, shift
of position id aainawtffj space for fh*»t concept, again presumably, in the 
of the Criterion. 'It was found, however, ft>t while «wffee fit), space in the 
of 'the Criterion always accojnnany effective lea rains:. net all Shifts
In the iWfsactf<vi: of the Criterion can be ««t<i to h i due to e f f e c t i v e a n d  
leaznlng. This is wmA evident from the fact that the control word, which was 
not femght in its psychological setting, nevertheless shifted toward the Criterion 
with ereater freefliencv than did the experimental winds which were wmanie.• -r 'P ' • * " *  u w  j j  n* P P  W B W » » ^ * P1P P »  »T ^^fip  “ P r  * P PPP^PPPPWP * w apr^P w
A etoniflaaiii nheonrnfit>r«i dM emerEe from the studv. It was f*Mww* that“  ■ p ^ p p p p p w w * p ,w * P # '^ P *  n ,n # B P P P  w v v '" i r  WiH»^^pp,PI|T 9  W  ■ ^WinPffwUp
S t varied considerably a-mima themselves as to the marmof in which thev «pAf8 
space to I»df0§fii the Intensity o f their a«annlf>Hfin« fo r  the C^nApfp, ^]( vmoh 
S tended to use space consistently in the same way, even wten h i was judging 
different concepts. For example, if  m S used a total of 26 Inches on all 10 scales 
(in term s of absolute deviation from  the midpoint of the scales) to Indicate the 
meaning which the concept Nonsense tits  fo r him, he will use approximately 16 
finches to fawHcate the meaning which the concern Discipline *»» fo r him. and Ukse- 
wise with the concept Opinion. Further research a s  to the underlying nature of 
thte appawvtf personality variable ie desirable. '
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Thomas Matthew O'Sullivan was bom February 24, 1924, to 
Jeremiah O'Sullivan Barbara Ana (nw> Kampf) O'Sullivan, 
to Detrdt, Michigan.
Primary education was trlfefffi. under the Dominican stators of 
Adrian at St, Cabrlel's Church School, Detroit, Michigan. 
Seonndarv studies wmm taken at toe B&fiilian HIA School. 
Catholic Central, also to Detroit. The author entered toe 
f^w»tontan» novitiate of toe F»a^ ton Fathers to 1924, e d  am *  
olfted toe novitiate rear to 1925. whereases he was ctottoitcdw F O W rW IW w WwBWr • P r f * a * i * V w ^ w p *  * • * * » w w i | “ » • « » ( ' »  « r w n p
at St. Basil's Seminary to Toronto while *cn*f Preliminary 
tear courses id St. Michael’s College of toe University of To­
ronto. The following year , 1922, he was stationed at Assump­
tion University of Wtodsor, where he pursued m m aes leading 
to a 1 . A. with a major to  philosophy and psychology. Upon 
graduation to 1929, further courses were pursued to complete 
toe Honours program to Psyeholoizy. leM*ogf to the conferring 
of the Honours degree to 1960. The graduate school accepted 
flnnH cation tot* courses learHnc to toe Master's Decree toe e e a w  e e a a s w < a * w r w e ^ a e w r e e  w w ^ * e  ^
Psychology, which degree was conferred to dune, 1991.
A career to the uwaWiw orofesaion is  toe lone range goal of 
toe autoor. Further studies to cMwteai and phv Biological
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